I. INTRODUCTION
E-business in a broad sense comprises global e-business marketing, including the promotion of traditional products and services. A special role is played by the fact that the overhead communication costs through the channels of modern networks of digital communication (first of all, of Internet community) is very low, and as a result, global markets are opening up for small and medium-sized businesses that can radically improve the competitiveness and diversity of offers in some markets.
II. THE DEVELOPMENT OF E-COMMERCE ON A GLOBAL SCALE AND ITS PENETRATION INTO VARIOUS AREAS OF ACTIVITY
E-commerce is not a new phenomenon. Generally, ecommerce can be defined as the execution of transactions (i.e buying and selling of goods and services or negotiations regarding the purchase and sale) by electronic means through the Internet or through electronic networks. For the years the companies had exchanged business information via various communication networks, but all of them were private networks. The Internet has given an opportunity to introduce e-commerce into an integrated network of commercial activity carried out on a global scale between an ever-increasing number of participants (both corporate and individual, known and unknown). For traditional e-commerce the network is a data transmission means; for e-commerce over the Internet, the network is the market of the transactions implementation.
E-commerce is not limited to the business sphere. It also significantly changes the order of the state implementation of its functions. In many countries for several years, filing tax returns via the Internet has been resolved, but only recently the authorities have significantly increased the use of the Internet to conduct a dialogue with their citizens, as well as to increase the volume of services and information provided to them through the Internet. The spontaneous formation of communities of interest among Internet users has reduced the gap between producers and consumers, improving thereby the efficiency of the economy. There is no limit to the Internet; it provides the possibility of communication and business contacts for people anywhere in the world where there is access to the network [5] .
According to a large-scale study conducted in the United States by the University of Texas and the company CiscoSystemsInc, only in 1999 the turnover in the field of activities related to the Internet amounted to 507 billion US Dollars, besides this sector provided jobs for 2.3 million US citizens [5] . This study confirms that, while the Internet economy in the US grew by 68% between the beginning of 1998 and the beginning of 1999, the amount of electronic transactions has increased over the same period by 127%.
III. FORMS OF E-COMMERCE
Economic activities carried out through the Internet, basically can be classified in four ways: "Business -Business" (B2B), "Business -Customer" (B2C), "Customer -Customer" (C2C) and "Customer-Business" (C2B). Such arrangements allow estimate more accurately the advantages and challenges of e-commerce for an adequate response.
A. Comparison indicators of e-commerce development in
Russia and in the world Business-Business (B2B) occurs when two enterprises carry out transactions over the Internet. For example, two companies can submit proposals via the Internet about the transactions, get quotes from its suppliers, enter into contracts, receive and pay bills. This area is probably the most promising area of e-commerce in Russia. Within the framework of the internal market, this direction will help to create new commercial relations between the Russian producers, as well as greatly facilitate the process of acquisition of materials and equipment by Russian companies from each other as compared to importing the same materials and equipment from abroad. At the international level, it will allow Russian producers to participate more actively in the global market.
Let's consider the main problems related with the development of this business direction in Russia, taking into account the experience of foreign countries and the emerging new trends in this area.
The sharp decline of interest in the Internet has become a time of "natural selection" for all projects working in the field of e-business, including Russian one. One of the few Internetbased technologies, which future is of little doubt, is a networking enterprises by "business -business" (B2B) type. But in this case a very simple formula -2BB -ToBeBusiness is also getting urgency when inspirational optimistic forecasts of future profits and capture of the markets are replaced by daily battle for the preservation of the current profitability. Analysis of the evolution of the abroad B2B sites will allow avoiding many difficulties for budding online businesses (which include the majority of Russian projects).
The International Telecommunication Union has published a new rating of Measuring the Information Society (ITU) [1] , which assesses the quality of the Internet in various countries by a scale on ten points. It also takes into account such aspects of access to a global network as speed, cost, number of connected subscribers, and the number of households which have at least one computer. With perfect performance in all respects, the country could get a rating of 10 points, but as naked-science.ru says no one was able to get close to it.
Ranking is headed by South Korea, which received 8.93 points, and then it is followed by Denmark (8.88) and Iceland (8.86). The UK, Sweden, Luxembourg, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Hong Kong and Norway continue the best ten. As it was expected, 23 lines at the bottom of the list are occupied by African countries located to the south of the Sahara, and it comes to an end with Chad with 1.17 points167th place. The average world level is 5.05 points. United States unexpectedly got only the 15th place; slightly (by one position) improved performance in comparison with 2010, according to ITU published the previous version of the ranking. Giant China looks particularly depressing, getting only 83th place and letting Brazil and the Dominican Republic go ahead. Belarus became the 36th, Ukraine -79th. Russia gained 6.91 points, dividing the 45th and 46th place ranking with Poland. This paper is devoted to the research of B2C businesses component, namely the Internet shops. The difficulties faced by entrepreneurs and ordinary customers in this area are very interesting from the point of view of regional specificity.
Online store is a showcase of online and traditional business, which shows the supply of goods and services for their further implementation. Online Store can also be a part of the corporate website.
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Online Store can also be a part of the corporate website. Nikitin's company "Combrig" bought bankrupt Ultra Electronics' online system and opened its first store "Ulmart". Two years later, "Ulmart" attracted investors. Now 60% shares are owned by the former co-owner "Lenta" D. Kostygin and A. Meyer, and 40% shares are owned by A. Nikitin and M. Vasinkevich. S. Fedorinov holds the post of general director. Business: Sells "everything that works on electricity", the product can be ordered in the catalog on the website, by telephone or via terminals in stores. (perishable foodstuffs, fragility of goods etc.).  Market expansibility. And these points connected only with the marketing. We didn't mention logistic, connection with suppliers, way of delivery and so on. But these facts have a great influence on sales and trust of clients.
Logistic became a very big problem of the Russian customers that bind their expectations to the internetpurchases. So, it happens that postal mail going from China to Irkutsk can do stopping at Germany! (Fig 2) . 
Conclusion
So, it is possible to conclude that not all regions in Russia are ready to the wide use of В2С electronic business. But according to Jack Ма statement (he is an expert of electronic trade) in 2015 [4] : "Russian economy is not in the best state now -so, it's a high time to enter the market". The founder of Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba, Jack Ма, in his interview to RBK [4] told about such topics as the reason why holding came to Russia, its difference from competitors and the correct way to line up relationships with a government. Russian market is already in three leading markets on a group. Thus there are still difficulties with delivery, and many Russians don't know a lot about Alibaba and are not aware of the opportunity not only to buy, but to sell the thing on-line.
